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Abstract.
Background: The asymptomatic at-risk phase might be the optimal time-window to establish clinically meaningful endpoints
in Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
Objective: We investigated whether, compared with the Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test (FCSRT), the Mem-
ory Binding Test (MBT) can anticipate the diagnosis of emergent subtle episodic memory (EM) deficits to an at-risk
phase.
Methods: Five-year longitudinal FCSRT and MBT scores from 45 individuals matched for age, education, and gender, were
divided into 3 groups of 15 subjects: A�-/controls, A�+/stable, and A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD). The MBT adds an
associative memory component (binding), particularly sensitive to subtle EM decline.
Results: In the MBT, EM decline started in the A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD) up to 4 years prior to diagnosis in delayed
free recall (FR), followed by decline in binding-associated scores 1 year later. Conversely, in the FCSRT, EM-decline began
later, up to 3 years prior to diagnosis, in the same group on both immediate and delayed versions of FR, while on total recall
(TR) and intrusions decline started only 1 year prior to diagnosis.
Conclusions: The MBT seems more sensitive than the FCSRT for early EM-decline detection, regarding the year of diagnosis
and the number of scores showing AD-linked EM deficits (associated with the AD-characteristic amnesic hippocampal
syndrome). Considering the MBT as a detection tool of early subtle EM-decline in an asymptomatic at-risk phase, and the
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FCSRT as a classification tool of stages of EM-decline from a preclinical phase, these tests ought to potentially become
complementary diagnostic tools that can foster therapies to delay cognitive decline.

Clinical trial registration title: Electrophysiological markers of the progression to clinical Alzheimer disease in asymptomatic
at-risk individuals: a longitudinal event-related potential study of episodic memory in the INSIGHT pre-AD cohort (acronym:
ePARAD).

Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease, amyloid-�, at-risk, episodic memory, free and cued selective reminding test, memory binding
test, preclinical Alzheimer’s disease

INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) remains the most dis-
abling dementia and the greatest public health
problem in aging populations [1]. At present AD has
no cure, and the way diagnosis is performed imposes
major obstacles to the early application of promising
therapies, that can at best delay cognitive hallmarks
of AD such as episodic memory (EM) decline (i.e.,
deficits in the recollection of personal events and their
spatiotemporal context) [2–6].

In typical AD, reported subjective memory com-
plaints (SMC) tend to be the earliest signs of EM
deficits (±4–8 years prior to other executive failures),
which are AD’s most prominent cognitive dysfunc-
tion, and highly predictive of incident dementia [2,
5, 7–11]. AD assessments largely result from SMC,
often self-reported when the patient is already on
the path to clinical symptomatology [2, 5, 7–9, 11].
This prevents an early onset detection of EM decline
[2, 5, 7–9, 11] and delays AD-diagnosis to late pre-
clinical stages when biomarkers such as amyloid-�
burden (A�+) or neurodegeneration are confirmed
[2, 4–6, 8, 9]. The anticipation of AD-diagnosis to
an asymptomatic at-risk stage (i.e., when individu-
als are within normal cognitive capacity according
to normative cut-offs and biomarkers may or may
not be present), is further challenged by the typical
presence of A� burden, neurodegeneration, and SMC
among aging populations [2, 9, 12–15]. Neverthe-
less, growing evidence suggests that this might be
the ideal time-window to apply effective therapeutics
that delay cognitive decline, which has contributed to
the shift in the focus of AD research to earlier preclin-
ical stages [3, 14, 16, 17]. However, further research
in this direction is needed.

EM decline is the first cognitive deficit to emerge
in typical AD and therefore naturally emerges as
a promising cognitive marker [3, 6, 9]. Deteriora-
tion in EM processing starts with a poor capacity to
encode information to be remembered, mostly asso-
ciated with problems in executive learning strategies,

evolving to storage impairment linked to inefficient
retrieval, characteristic of the amnesic hippocampal
syndrome (AHS), a clinical phenotype of AD [5–8,
11, 18]. EM decline can be particularly significant
when semantic material is used, since evidence sug-
gests that partial degradation of semantic networks
may parallel initial EM degradation [5, 11, 19–21].
Therefore, in AD, EM is mostly assessed with the
Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test (FCSRT)
[2, 3, 8, 10, 14, 17, 18, 22]. The test employs con-
trolled learning by pairing a word to be remembered
with a semantic cue used at the encoding and recall
stages to maximize retrieval, which ensures proper
encoding and minimizes the use of individual learn-
ing strategies [5, 10, 18, 21, 23]. EM decline is based
exclusively on the FCSRT scores that integrate the
official Preclinical Alzheimer’s Cognitive Composite
(PACC) [2, 10, 17]. These scores are: free recall (FR),
signaling retrieval (i.e., accessibility), and total recall
(TR; with aiding cues), signaling storage (i.e., avail-
ability) [2, 5, 6, 10, 18, 23–25]. FR decline underlies
encoding deficits mostly linked to executive dysfunc-
tion, which tends to be the first score to deteriorate
(6.6–7.3 years), being often related to A� burden [5,
6, 10, 23, 25]. TR decline mostly underlies storage
deficits that are typical markers of AD-AHS, appear-
ing at late preclinical stages, when semantic cues start
failing to overcome retrieval deficits [5, 7, 10, 11, 18,
22, 24, 26]. However, despite its diagnostic value at a
preclinical stage, currently the FCSRT presents three
main limitations to anticipate diagnosis to an at-risk
phase: 1) the FR/TR decline rates vary significantly
inter-individually, and although a ‘Stages of Objec-
tive Memory Complaints’ (SOMI) system has been
recently proposed to classify EM-decline accounting
for these variability, the use of SOMI is still restricted
to preclinical and clinical stages; 2) only TR deficits
are characteristic of AD-AHS hence, when retrieval
impairment (i.e., FR) appears in isolation, it might
result from executive or attention deficits that are not
necessarily AD-related; 3) by using one list of words,
FCSRT-TR is prone to the ceiling effect, restricting
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comparison of its scores to cognitive aging equiva-
lents, and delaying detection of TR alterations [2, 5,
7, 10, 16, 25, 27].

The Memory Binding Test (MBT) avoids these
limitations by using two lists of words with seman-
tic cues as ‘unifying units’, binding 1 item of list
A with only 1 item of list B [16, 19, 27]. This intro-
duces the associative memory component, or binding,
(i.e., the ability to encode and recall distinct informa-
tion as part of a complex unit), sourced mainly in
the hippocampus [16, 19, 27]. Accordingly, beyond
FR and TR scores similar to those of the FCSRT
but accounting for double the items (i.e., each pair
of words belongs to a semantic category given as a
cue for the TR), the MBT introduces two binding-
specific measures (accounting for the total number
of items [TIP] or the number of pairs of items [PIP]),
suggested to be more sensitive to subtle EM alter-
ations [16, 19, 27]. The use of two lists allows the
comparison of TR and binding scores with either an
individual’s own performance, their initial capacity,
or AD-patient’s performance, eliminating the ‘ceiling
levels’ observed in the variability of high TR scores,
which are not detected with the FCSRT [16, 19, 25,
27–29]. In AD, MBT deficits have been linked to
AD biomarkers and an increased risk of AD-related
amnesia and dementia [10, 14, 16, 19, 25, 28–30].
Globally, research suggests that the binding of seman-
tic information increases the sensitivity to subtle EM
alterations emerging at an at-risk phase, while indi-
viduals remain within normal psychometric capacity
according to the FCSRT [10, 14, 16, 19, 21, 25,
28–30].

Overall, the MBT is practical and easy to admin-
ister, with a good test-retest reliability, that avoids
arbitrary cut-offs and local normative samples,
adding considerable benefits in the triage for earlier
AD treatments, initial prevention trials, and imaging
testing [2, 3, 16, 19, 29, 30]. Currently, the FCSRT
validity, the official tool for diagnosis of AD-linked
EM decline, is based on multiple studies assessing its
normative and psychometric properties [5, 10, 17, 21,
23, 25]. However, despite remaining highly relevant
for characterizing stages of EM decline, it is able to
detect these deficits only at late preclinical stages [5,
10, 16, 23]. Alternatively, the MBT is suggested to be
more sensitive to subtle EM decline when this starts
appearing at an early preclinical stage, showing great
potential to become a complementary diagnostic tool
[16, 19, 29].

To test this, we had two main objectives: 1) Ret-
rospectively assess the performance of the MBT

main scores (FR, TR, and binding) during a 5-year
follow-up period, in a sample of cognitively normal
individuals at-risk for AD (>6months of subjective
memory complaints) divided in 3 groups, namely
controls without A� burden, individuals with A�
burden but stable (without cognitive decline), and
individuals who progressed to prodromal AD (con-
sidered only before their diagnosis: preclinical AD);
2) In the same sample, during the same follow-up
period, assess the MBT and FCSRT performance in
their main parallel scores (FR and TR), with the aim
of comparing the initial session at which significant
decline in EM starts occurring and whether decline
in binding is detected earlier.

METHODS

Participants

The 318 elderly participants included in the multi-
disciplinary INSIGHT-pre AD cohort were recruited
from the Institute for Memory and Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (IM2A) at the Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital of Paris
(monocentric) and followed-up for 5 years. Inclu-
sion criteria were: 70–85 years of age; ≥6 months
of self-reported SMC; unimpaired cognition (the
Mini-Mental State Examination [MMSE] total score
≥27/30, and the FCSRT-TR score ≥41/48); null
clinical dementia rating (score = 0); good visual and
auditory acuity [18, 31, 32]. Exclusion criteria were
the following: being under guardianship or in a nurs-
ing facility; diagnosis of AD or any other neurological
disease; presented illiteracy; any impossibility to per-
form a brain MRI. AD diagnosis was assessed by an
independent committee of two neurologists, a neu-
ropsychologist, and a neuro imaging expert in the
event of an individual’s cognitive decline in two con-
secutive neuropsychological assessments presenting
A� burden (A� SUVr > 0.7918) and persistent AHS
[33]. Therefore, ‘progression to prodromal AD’ was
defined as an early symptomatic phase of AD charac-
terized by the specific clinical phenotype consisting
on the presence of AHS and positive pathophysiolog-
ical biomarkers. AD-diagnosis meant removal from
the INSIGHT-preAD cohort. During follow-up 15
subjects progressed to AD and therefore, as a pre-
liminary study, we decided to carefully match them
in terms of age, sex, education level, and A� burden
and neurodegeneration SUVr, with two groups of 15
subjects each. Hence, here we present a subset of
45 cognitively normal elderly individuals retrospec-
tively divided in three groups: 15 A� burden negative
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participants (A�-/controls); 15 A� burden positive
non-progressors to prodromal AD (A�+/stable); and
15 A� burden positive converters to prodromal AD
(A�+/progressors [preclinical-AD]). Based on the
higher risk for AD introduced by the presence of
A� burden, we considered A�- participants as con-
trols, and A�+/stable participants at a higher risk of
progressing to AD.

Ethics

All aspects of this study were designed in full
compliance with the French law n◦ 2004-806 (9
August 2004), the Good Clinical Practice principles
(I.C.H version 4 of 1 May 1996 and the decision of
24 November 2006), the guidelines of the Helsinki
Declaration (Ethical Principles for Medical Research
involving Human Subjects, Tokyo 2004), and the
human ERP research technical guidelines. The ethics
committee of the Pitie-Salpêtrière University Hospi-
tal fully approved the INSIGHT-PreAD protocol and
the INSIGHT-preAD scientific committee approved
this project.

Consent statement

After the study conditions had been presented, a
signed informed consent and willingness to commit
to the longevity of the project was required from
each participant. Drop-out was possible at any time if
participants freely wished. Participation in the study
automatically ceased in the event of diagnosis with
another condition.

Procedure

The INSIGHT-pre AD initiative is an extensively
multidisciplinary observational longitudinal study
(5 years). It combines demographic, neuropsycho-
logical, neurobiological, genetic, neuroimaging, and
electrophysiological data collected mono centrically
to investigate the preclinical progression of cogni-
tively normal aging individuals aiming at developing
comprehensive individual characterization during the
at-risk phase (SMC > 6 months) to identify mark-
ers that can anticipate diagnosis [3]. The subset of
data presented here comprises the following: positron
emission tomography (PET) imaging scans collected
at baseline, to assess A� burden and neurodegen-
eration; neuropsychological evaluation collected at
baseline and at every 12 months (to assess gen-
eral cognitive efficiency, EM capacity, and executive

functioning) [18, 31]. In all sessions the neuropsycho-
logical assessments were performed in the morning
and the neuroimaging assessments administered in
the afternoon of the day of the experiment, with
breaks introduced between the assessments through-
out the day.

PET acquisitions

The regional standard uptake value ratio (SUVr) of
either A� burden or neurodegeneration was collected
with the Philips Gemini GXL CR-PET scanner.

A� burden SUVr was measured 50 min after
an injection of 370 MBq (10mCi) 18F-florbetapir
(marker of neocortical deposition of A� plaques).
Regional values were collected from the follow-
ing regions of interest (ROIs): left and right
precuneus, posterior cingulum, anterior cingulum,
associative parietal cortex, associative temporal cor-
tex, orbitofrontal cortex, and whole cerebellum plus
pons (reference region). A� positive status (A�+)
was based on the SUVr > 0.7918 cut-off defined by
a linear conversion of the CAEN method averaging
the mean SUVr of the ROIs to the reference region
previously performed for the INSIGHT-preAD study
[33].

Neurodegeneration was considered in this study
as an expression of hypometabolism, or the deficient
uptake of cortical glucose. FDG SUVr was measured
after 30 minutes of an injection of 2 MBq/kg 18F-FDG
(measuring cortical glucose uptake in the follow-
ing ROIs: posterior cingulate cortex, inferior parietal
lobe, precuneus, inferior temporal gyrus, and pons
(reference region). Neurodegeneration positive (N+)
status was based on SUVr < 2.27 cut-off obtained
from a similar linear method described above aver-
aging the mean SUVr of the ROIs to the reference
region created by Jack et al. [4].

Neuropsychological assessments

The French socio-cultural (NSC) scale was used to
assess education scores from levels 1 (illiterate level)
to 8 (2 years of higher education after a bachelor’s
degree) as a proxy for intelligence. General cogni-
tive efficiency was assessed with the 30-point MMSE,
where a score <27 is suggestive of cognitive impair-
ment and/or dementia, requiring a more detailed
cognitive examination [3, 31]. Executive function
was assessed with the Frontal Assessment Battery
(FAB) to discriminate AD from frontal dementias
[34]. A score ≤12 out of 18 is considered indica-
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tive of AD [34]. The 15-item French version of
the McNair Frequency of Forgetting Questionnaire
(McNair Questionnaire) was used to assess the sever-
ity and frequency of SMC when reported by the
participant (from M0) and by a companion (from
M12) [35]. A score ≥15 is suggestive of abnormal
SMC levels [35].

Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test
(FCSRT)

The FCSRT begins with the consecutive presen-
tation of 4 cards, each containing 4 different words
to be remembered, amounting to 16 in total [6, 18,
24, 36]. On each card, participants are asked orally
to identify the item (e.g., grapes) that corresponds
to a unique category cue (e.g., fruit; learning and
encoding phase). This is followed by three imme-
diate FR trials in which is required to freely recall
as many items as possible without the aid of seman-
tic cues. Immediately after each FR trial, follows a
cue recall (CR) trial, in which semantic cues are pre-
sented for the items not remembered until all missing
items have been retrieved. The test includes three
TR (FR plus CR) trials intercalated with interfer-
ence tasks of 20 s of backwards counting. Twenty
minutes later delayed FR (DFR) and delayed CR
(DCR) trials are administered for the same seman-
tic context. The FR (sum of all immediate FR trials,
range 0–48), a measure of ‘availability’ of informa-
tion, and TR (the sum of 3FR and 3CR trials, range
0–48), a measure of ‘accessibility’ to stored infor-
mation, suggestive of temporal-limbic amnesia when
≤41, are the main FCSRT scores used to assess the
two different types of AD-recall deficits [3, 18, 23,
30].

Memory Binding Test (MBT)

The MBT (formerly, memory capacity test) con-
sists in the learning of two alternate lists of 16 words
presented one after the other in a similar manner
to the FCSRT [16, 27]. The two lists are linked
through 16 identical semantic cues (i.e., semantic
cue = insect, word List A = flea, word List B = ant)
that function as unifying units to promote binding,
proxy to associative memory assessment. The test
starts by learning List A (encoding) immediately fol-
lowed by a CR trial (CRa; 0–16 score), in which
semantic cues are presented by the examiner (dura-
tion 5 s). The participant is asked to verbally identify
the corresponding item, to ensure controlled learning

and encoding specificity. The same procedure is then
repeated for List B and semantic cues presented in
the same order (CRb; 0–16 score). It follows a total
CR (TCRA+B; paired condition), in which seman-
tic cues are provided orally by the examiner in the
same order. Participants are asked to identify both
items from the two lists in any order (within 10 s
each), originating two measures. The total number
of items recalled in the paired condition (TIP; 0–32
score), quantifying all items correctly associated to
each cue (paired or unpaired), and the number of pairs
cued recall in the paired condition (PIP; 0–16 score)
quantifying only the correct pairs for each cue. It fol-
lows a FR trial in which participants are required to
recall as many items as possible from the two lists
in no particular order and without the aid of cues
(0–32 score). Thirty minutes after it follows a DFR
(0–32 score) and a delayed TIP (DTIP; 0–32 score).
Immediately after TCRA+B, participants are asked to
identify the origin (List A or B) of each word con-
stituting a word-pair with the question “Which word
was in list A and which word was in list B?”. This
constitutes the immediate and delayed source mem-
ory recall (SMR and DSMR, respectively) scores,
underlying retrieval of the encoding context are
then quantified in percentage. Different modali-
ties of intrusions are also recorded: total number
of intrusions (T int); semantically related intru-
sions (extra-list intrusions); semantically unrelated
intrusions (extra-category intrusions); and intrusions
introduced by words originating from List A when
List B was required to be recalled (prior list of intru-
sions).

Statistical analysis

The statistical software R studio (version 4.2.1;
https://www.r-project.org/) was used to assess the
neuropsychological longitudinal data collected for 5
years at every 12 months from baseline (M0; M12;
M24; M36; M48; M60).

Demographic and clinical characterization of
the groups at baseline (M0)

Demographic and clinical traits were examined at
baseline (M0) to assess potential differences between
our groups of interest (A�-/controls, A�+/stable,
A�+/progressors). One-way Welch analyses of vari-
ance (ANOVA; car R package, version 3.1.0),
considering all the groups as a between-subject factor
(to ensure homogeneity between them), were used to
assess age, sex, education level and SMC. Differences

https://www.r-project.org/
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in A� SUVr were tested between the A�+/stable and
the A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD). Significance
was considered when p < 0.05.

The neuropsychological tests considered as inclu-
sion criteria in the study (i.e., MMSE, FCSRT TR,
FAB) were assessed at baseline with general linear
models (Glm; ‘stats’ R package, version 4.2.1) to
control for potential confounders known to influence
cognitive performance introduced by differences in
age, sex, and education level. In these models the
groups were considered as a fixed between-subject
factor and age, sex, and education level considered as
fixed-effect covariates of no interest. Age was mean
centered at baseline and considered as a numerical
variable, while sex and education level were intro-
duced as categorical variables. Games-Howell tests
(rstatix R package, version 0.7.0) were used to assess
post-hoc comparisons and results were corrected for
multiple comparisons.

FCSRT and MBT analysis
We used a statistical model considering the three

groups described above to assess our fixed-effects of
interest as follows: A�-/controls versus A�+/stable
contrast, to isolate A� burden effect; A�+/stable ver-
sus the A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD) contrast to
isolate the progression to prodromal AD effect. Lin-
ear mixed-effects (lmer) models (lme4R package,
version 1.1.29) were used to analyze the outcome
variables for their ability to account for missing
responses and assess longitudinal data. Recording
‘session’ (6 levels: M0, M12, M24, M36, M48, M60)
was considered as a fixed-effect repeated measures
experimental factor, and ‘1| participant iD’ was con-
sidered as a random-effect factor with a random
intercept per subject. Variability introduced by differ-
ences in age, sex, and education level was minimized
by considering these variables as covariates of no
interest. For the outcome measures in which main
effects were found to be significant, post-hoc analysis
was performed using emmeans (R package, version
1.7.5) between the groups underlying our effects of
interest (i.e., A� burden or progression to prodro-
mal AD) and controlled for multiple comparisons.
Statistical significance was achieved when p < 0.05.

Additional control analyses

As a complement to the characterization of the
groups, body mass index (BMI [weight/height2];
because of its link with increased glucose) and licit
substance use of alcohol and cigarettes, were assessed

through a 1-way Welch ANOVA at baseline in the
same manner as the assessment of the demographic
variables described above.

Longitudinal differences in SMC between the
groups, self-reported by participants or reported by
their companions from M12 onwards (since this
was the first session recorded with the companions)
were also assessed with 1-Way Welch ANOVAs.
These models were similar to the ones described
at baseline. However, session was added as a fixed
within-subject (i.e., repeated-measure) factor, and the
interaction between group status*session was con-
sidered. Finally, similar lmer models to the ones used
on the FCSRT and the MBT analysis were applied to
the MMSE and FAB total scores to also assess their
longitudinal evolution in the three groups of interest.

We report F and p-values of significant effects
for the 1-way Welch ANOVA, Glm, and lmer analy-
sis. Multiple comparisons correction was performed
using a multivariate t distribution correction method
(emmeans R package, version 1.7.5).

RESULTS

Demographic and clinical characterization of the
groups at baseline (M0)

From the 318 elder participants with SMC at-risk
for AD initially recruited in the INSIGHT-preAD
cohort, we retrospectively selected a subsample of 45
individuals matched for age, sex, education level, and
A� and neurodegeneration SUVr. This subset con-
sisted of15 A�-/controls and 15 A�+/stable, based
on the 15 A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD) who pro-
gressed to prodromal AD during the 5-year follow-up
period (evaluated here only until their diagnosis; Sup-
plementary Material). At baseline the population was
on average 77.3 ± 1.5 years old [76–79 years], with
a slight majority of women 56% (n = 25), and with a
high education level 6.4 ± 2.1 (bachelor undergradu-
ate level; Table 1). No significant differences in these
variables were found between the groups at base-
line. As expected, significant group differences were
found in A� SUVr [F(1,27) = 8.8, p = 0.006] between
the groups A�+, with post-hoc tests evidencing a sig-
nificantly higher A� burden in the A�+/progressors
(preclinical-AD) than in the A�+/stable (p = 0.006;
Table 1).

The overall mean for each neuropsychological
score required as an inclusion criterion for the
INSIGHT-preAD cohort at entry level (M0) was
met by all the groups: MMSE total score 28.4 ± 0.8
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Table 1
Demographic and clinical characterization of the three groups of interest: A�-/controls, A�+/stable, and A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD)

M0 M60 group
status
(M0)

group
status*
sess

Controls Stable Progressors Controls Stable Progressors
score name A�- (n = 15) A�+ (n = 15) A�+ (n = 15) A�- (n = 14) A�+ (n = 12) A�+ (n = 8)

mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD p p

Age 77.5 ± 3.4 77.2 ± 3.0 77.4 ± 3.5 – – – 0.97a –
Gender (%) M = 7(47) M = 6(40) M = 7(47) – – – 0.92a –

F = 8(53) F = 9(60) F = 8(53)
Education level 6.4 ± 2.2 6.5 ± 2.0 6.4 ± 2.3 – – – 0.98a –
A� SUVr [A�+
>0.7918]

0.7 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.2 – – – 0.006∗∗,a –

BMI
[>25 = overweight]

24.5 ± 3.9 25.7 ± 3.7 25.3 ± 3.3 – – – 0.69a –

SMC companion (n)
[normal < 15;
baseline = M12]

9.6 ± 7.9 (14) 6.3 ± 5.2 (12) 10.0 ± 7.7 (13) 11.3 ± 8.6 (12) 11.9 ± 10.6 (10) 20.8 ± 10.4 (6) – 0.07b

SMC participant
[normal < 15]

14.5 ± 6.5 10.6 ± 4.0 11.8 ± 5.95 16.5 ± 8.1 14.0 ± 5.1 16. 9 ± 6.7 – 0.29b

MMSE (min-max)
[normal ≥ 27/30]

28.7 ± 1.0 [27–30] 28.4 ± 0.7 [27–30] 28.2 ± 0.7 [27–29] 28.6 ± 1.7 [25–30] 28.3 ± 1.2 [26–30] 26.5 ± 1.9 [24–29] – 0.61c

FAB (min-max)
[normal ≥ 12/18]

17.0 ± 1.2 [14–18] 16.3 ± 1.7 [12–18] 16.0 ± 2.1 [12–18] 17.0 ± 0.9 [15–18] 15.7 ± 2.1 [12–18] 14.5 ± 1.6 [12–17] – 0.11c

FCSRT TR
(min-max)
[normal ≥ 41/48]

45.9 ± 2.2 [41–48] 46.1 ± 1.9 [42–48] 44.7 ± 2.5 [41–48] 46.6 ± 2.3 [41–48] 46.3 ± 2.0 [43–48] 34.9 ± 7.1 [21–41] – <0.001∗∗∗,c

SD, standard deviation; A� SUVr, Amyloid Beta Standardized Uptake Value Ratio; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; FCSRT, Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test; FAB, Frontal
Assessment Battery. The table represents the mean and standard deviation of each group at the first and last sessions (M0, M60, respectively). Significance is reported for each outcome variable
based on the following p-values: ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001; ∗∗p ≤ 0.01; ∗p ≤ 0.05. aBaseline (M0) Welch Analysis of variance (ANOVA). bLongitudinal Welch ANOVA. cLongitudinal General linear model
(Glm) analysis.
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(≥27/30), the FAB total score 16.4 ± 1.7 (≥12/18),
and the FCSRT TR 45.7 ± 2.2 (≥41/48). All par-
ticipants were considered at-risk for AD based on
their self-report of SMC at consultation for at least 6
months (McNair Questionnaire). At baseline all the
groups showed normal SMC levels (<15). And no
significant were observed between them. However,
at baseline, the A�-/controls self-reported the high-
est score of SMC, approximating an abnormal level
of 14.5 at entry level.

FCSRT analysis

Longitudinally, a significant group status*session
interaction was found for the main score of
the FCSRT, which were: FR [F(10,179) = 7.3,
p < 0.001], DFR [F(10,182) = 10.5, p < 0.001], TR
[sum of cued and FR; F(10,177) = 8.3, p < 0.001],
DTR[F(10,179) = 8.8, p < 0.001], and intrusions
[F(10,178) = 4.0, p < 0.001; Table 2].

Post-hoc analysis showed that the
A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD) scored worse than
the A�-/controls and the A�+/stable from session
M24 onwards on the FR (p = 0.0008, p = 0.024,
respectively) and DFR (p = 0.0001, p = 0.04, respec-
tively), and only from session M48 onwards on
the TR (p = 0.0002, p = 0.0009, respectively), DTR
(p < 0.0001, p < 0.0001, respectively), and intrusions
(p = 0.003, p = 0.0001, respectively; Fig. 1).

No effect of A� burden per se was observed on the
FCSRT.

MBT analysis

A significant group status*session interaction
was found on every main score of the MBT
related to the paired condition (list A + B),
namely: FR [F(10,177) = 2.9, p = 0.002]; DFR
[F(10,163) = 2.9, p = 0.002]; TCRA+B [F(10,175) =
4.8, p < 0.001]; PIP [F(10,176) = 3.2, p < 0.001]; TIP
[F(10,160) = 4.3, p < 0.001]; DTIP [F(10,160) = 5.2,
p < 0.001]; SMR [F(10,162) = 2.7, p = 0.005]; DSMR
[F(10,165) = 1.8, p = 0.06], as well as on the
total number of intrusions [T int; F(10,176) = 3.6,
p < 0.001] and on the extra category of intrusions
[extra int; F(10,176) = 3.8, p < 0.001; Table 3].

Post-hoc analysis showed that right from baseline
(up to 5 years prior to diagnosis), there was a tendency
for the A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD) to score
worse than the A�+/stable on the TCRA+B and PIP
(p = 0.07, p = 0.06, respectively). However, scores
started to be consistently and significantly worse

among the A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD) when
compared with the A�-/controls and the A�+/stable
only from session M12 onwards on DFR (p = 0.005,
p = 0.03, respectively). From session M24 this pat-
tern was extended to the FR, TCRA+B, PIP, TIP, and
DTIP, all scores linked to the paired condition of the
test associated with binding. It was not until session
M60 that these differences were also verified on the
SMR, DSMR, T int, and extra int scores (Fig. 2).

No effect of A� burden per se was found on any
MBT score.

Additional control analyses

All groups showed a normal use of alcohol and
cigarettes, and no significant differences were found
between them. No BMI differences were found
between the groups. However, the BMI of the
A�+/stable and A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD)
groups was high (25.6 and 25.3, respectively) and
could be considered to be in the lower part of the offi-
cial window for overweight classification (25–29.9).
Since SMC were recorded from session M0 on the
participants and only from session M12 on the com-
panions, we considered the longitudinal analysis of
SMC from M12 onwards. In the SMC report of the
companions a tendency for differences were found
between the groups [F(14,58) = 1.7, p = 0.07]. At
session M12, all the companions reported normal
scores of SMC. Self-reported, the SMC from the
A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD) reached abnor-
mal levels only from session M36 onwards (16.5),
but no significant differences were found between
the groups. Interestingly, the A�-/controls self-
reported more SMC than the other two groups
from session M12-36 and were borderline abnormal
(normal < 15) until session M48, reaching a patho-
logical clinical level at session M60. While among
the A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD), SMC became
pathological from M48.

No longitudinal differences were observed
between the groups in the MMSE and FAB scores.

DISCUSSION

In line with our hypothesis, the MBT was highly
sensitive in detecting EM decline in multiple scores
characteristic of the AD amnesic hippocampal syn-
drome (AHS) already at an early preclinical stage.
Moreover, the MBT showed AD-specific EM decline
in a higher number of scores than the FCSRT, and
two sessions earlier. Hence, we suggest the potential
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Table 2
The Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test (FCSRT) main scores at baseline and after 5 years of follow-up

M0 M60
Controls Stable Progressors Controls Stable Progressors

score name A�- (n = 15) A�+ (n = 15) A�+ (n = 15) A�- (n = 14) A�+ (n = 12) A�+ (n = 8) Fdf1,df2 = value group status*sess
mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD p

FR[0–48] 29.8 ± 7.2 29.8 ± 4.8 25.5 ± 6.9 34.0 ± 7.1 31.3 ± 5.0 15.5 ± 5.7 F10,178.1 = 7.3 <0.001∗∗∗,a,1,2

DFR[0–48] 11.3 ± 1.8 11.2 ± 2.3 9.9 ± 2.8 11.9 ± 3.0 11.6 ± 1.6 3.0 ± 2.7 F10,180.9 = 10.4 <0.001∗∗∗,a,1,2

TR[0–48] 45.9 ± 2.2 46.1 ± 1.9 44.7 ± 2.5 46.6 ± 2.3 46.3 ± 2.0 34.9 ± 7.1 F10,176.4 = 8.3 <0.001∗∗∗,a,1,2

DTR[0–48] 15.7 ± 0.6 15.6 ± 0.6 15.4 ± 0.7 15.5 ± 0.8 15.8 ± 0.6 11.6 ± 2.8 F10,177.5 = 8.8 <0.001∗∗∗,a,1,2

Intrusions 1.1 ± 1.8 0.6 ± 1.0 1.6 ± 2.0 1.4 ± 3.0 1.3 ± 1.8 6.9 ± 5.6 F10,176.8 = 4.4 <0.001∗∗∗,a,1,2

SD, standard deviation; df, degrees of freedom; IR, immediate recall; FR, free recall; DFR, delayed free recall; TR, total recall; DTR, delayed total recall. The table represents
the mean and standard deviation of each group at the first and last sessions (M0, M60, respectively) and the longitudinal interactions between group status*session as
a product of linear mixed effect models (lmer). Significance is reported for each outcome variable based on the following p-values: ∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p ≤ 0.01; ∗p ≤ 0.05.
aCases where interactions were significant and further assessed with emmeans post-hoc analysis (corrected for multiple comparisons): 1[A�-/controls] > [A�+/progressors
(preclinical-AD)]: FR (p ≤ 0.001, M24 – M60), DFR (p ≤ 0.001, M24 – M60), TR (p ≤ 0.001, M48 – M60), DTR (p ≤ 0.001, M48 – M60), intrusions (p ≤ 0.001, M48 –
M60). 2[A�+/stable]>[A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD)]: FR (p ≤ 0.01, M24 – M60), DFR (p ≤ 0.05, M24 – M60), TR (p ≤ 0.001, M48-M60), DTR (p ≤ 0.001, M48 –
M60), intrusions (p ≤ 0.001, M48 – M60).
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Fig. 1. Longitudinal progression of the Free and Cued Selective Reminding test [FCSRT] main scores: Between-group comparison
of the mean of each main score per session (max ≤ 48, excluding intrusions). Black circles represent the first session in which significant
differences were noted between groups. Green arrows represent significant differences between the A�+/progressors and the A�-/controls;
blue arrows represent significant differences between the A�+/progressors and the A�+/stable.

of the MBT and FCSRT to become complementary
tools of AD diagnosis, with the MBT detecting emer-
gent subtle EM alterations at an asymptomatic at-risk
phase, and the FCSRT characterizing stages of EM
decline from a preclinical phase.

On the FCSRT, EM decline began in the
A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD) when compared
with the other two groups on both immediate and
delayed recall versions, first on FR, up to 3 years
prior to diagnosis (session M24), and then on TR 2
years later (±1 year prior to diagnosis), ex-aequo with
the first production of intrusions. When in isolation,
FR alterations (i.e., retrieval impairments) may result
exclusively from executive or attention deficits that
are not necessarily AD-linked [5–7, 10, 23, 26]. It is
only when TR alterations (i.e., storage deficits) rooted
in the hippocampus are also detected that EM decline
can be conclusive of AD (Fig. 1) [6, 7, 10, 26]. More-
over, FCSRT-FR and TR decline (the only official AD
diagnosis scores) vary highly inter-individually [5,
10]. To account for such variation and with the aim of
sequentially classifying the preclinical stages of AD-
linked EM decline, Grober et al. created the Stages of
Objective Memory Impairment (SOMI) based solely
on these scores [5, 10]. This 5-level system appears
to have a remarkable potential to classify the stages
of EM decline from a preclinical phase onwards and
predict years to diagnosis, spanning from intact mem-

ory (±7 years to diagnosis) to storage impairments
compatible with dementia [5, 10, 37, 38]. However,
currently the SOMI is based on the FCSRT picture
version (FCSRTp), known to yield higher cut-off
scores than the word version (FCSRTw) used here [5,
10, 26, 38–40]. In order to obtain a more detailed char-
acterization of preclinical progression of EM decline,
we stress the need for a SOMI scale adapted to the
FCSRTw version. Based on previous research and
studies with large cohorts like ours, we believe this
will be an asset in the current clinical context. The
SOMI scale confirms the value of the FCSRT, which,
being based only on FR/TR variations, might lessen
the reliance on expensive biomarker testing to clas-
sify preclinical stages of AD. Nonetheless, by using
only one list of words that can be easily remembered,
the FCSRT prevents variations in maximum recall
and TR is prone to ‘ceiling levels’ at early preclinical
stages [2, 5, 6, 10, 16, 19, 21, 23]. The clinical value
of the FCSRT-TR is then constrained to late preclini-
cal stages, when the aid of semantic cues starts failing
to overcome existing retrieval deficits [2, 5, 6, 10, 16,
19, 21, 23].

The MBT by using two lists of words, overcomes
this limitation by introducing binding, suggested as
a more sensitive measure to subtle EM decline while
individuals remain cognitively normal according to
FCSRT psychometric parameters [16, 19, 27–29].
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Table 3
The Memory Binding Test (MBT) main scores at baseline and after 5 years of follow-up

M0 M60
Controls Stable Progressors Controls Stable Progressors

score name A�- (n = 15) A�+ (n = 15) A�+ (n = 15) A�- (n = 13) A�+ (n = 12) A�+ (n = 8) Fdf1,df2 = value group status*sess
mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD p

Free recall FR [0–32] 15.9 ± 4.8 18.6 ± 3.5 12.4 ± 4.2 17.8 ± 5.6 18.3 ± 6.4 8.8 ± 5.0 F10,176.1 = 2.9 0.002∗∗,a,1,2

DFR[0–32] 17.0 ± 5.4 17.7 ± 5.0 13.0 ± 7.3 21.2 ± 4.3 21.8 ± 3.7 8.4 ± 5.2 F10,162.0 = 2.9 0.002∗∗,a,1,2

Cued recall TCRA+B[0–32] 26.0 ± 3.1 28.1 ± 3.1 23.4 ± 3.7 27.6 ± 3.3 28.6 ± 2.0 18.9 ± 5.7 F10,175.0 = 4.8 <0.001∗∗∗,a,1,2

PIP[0–16] 10.7 ± 2.7 12.5 ± 2.0 8.8 ± 3.3 12.2 ± 2.7 12.8 ± 1.9 6.1 ± 3.5 F10,175.4 = 3.3 <0.001∗∗∗,a,1,2

TIP[0–32] 26.1 ± 3.1 27.4 ± 2.2 24.3 ± 4.1 27.9 ± 3.6 28.7 ± 2.4 19.8 ± 6.1 F10,159.6 = 4.4 <0.001∗∗∗,a,1,2

DTIP[0–32] 26.2 ± 3.3 27.3 ± 2.4 24.1 ± 4.1 28.2 ± 3.0 28.8 ± 2.2 18.4 ± 5.9 F10,160.1 = 5.2 <0.001∗∗∗,a,1,2

Source recall SMR[0–100%] 94.2 ± 9.7 87.0 ± 14.4 87.0 ± 16.8 95.1 ± 4.8 98.1 ± 2.7 78.6 ± 11.2 F10,161.7 = 2.7 0.005∗∗,a,1,2

DSMR[0–100%] 87.7 ± 12.7 91.7 ± 8.8 85.1 ± 14.4 93.6 ± 5.3 91.5 ± 13.4 69.8 ± 16.9 F10,163.7 = 1.8 0.06 a,1,2

Intrusions T intr 3.8 ± 4.7 1.7 ± 1.8 4.1 ± 3.2 2.2 ± 2.2 1.0 ± 0.8 9.6 ± 7.4 F10,175.0 = 3.6 <0.001∗∗∗,a,1,2

Prior int 1.4 ± 1.7 0.5 ± 0.9 1.9 ± 2.1 0.4 ± 0.7 0.1 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 1.4 F10,176.2 = 1.7 0.08
Extra int 2.3 ± 3.6 1.1 v 1.5 1.9 ± 1.6 1.5 ± 1.6 0.8 ± 0.8 7.1 ± 7.0 F10,174.8 = 3.8 <0.001∗∗∗,a,1,2

Ex cat int 0.1 ± 0.3 0.1 v 0.3 0.2 ± 0.6 0.2 ± 0.6 0.1 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 1.6 F10,180.4 = 1.2 0.28

SD, standard deviation; df, degrees of freedom; TCRA+B, total cue recall (paired condition); PIP, number of pairs cued recall in the paired condition; TIP, total number
of items recalled in the paired condition; FR, free recall; SMR, source memory recall (%); DFR, delayed free recall; DTIP, delayed total number of items recalled in
the paired condition; DSMR, delayed source memory recall (%); T int, total number of intrusions; Prior int, prior list of intrusions; Extra int, extra list of intrusions;
Extra cat int, extra category of intrusions. The table represents the mean and standard deviation of each group at the first and last sessions (M0, M60, respectively) and
the longitudinal interactions between group status*session as a product of linear mixed effect models (lmer). Significance is reported for each outcome variable based on
the following p-values: ∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p ≤ 0.01; ∗p ≤ 0.05. aCases where interactions were significant and further assessed with emmeans post-hoc analysis (corrected for
multiple comparisons): 1[A�-/controls]>[A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD)]: FR (p ≤ 0.01, M24 – M60), DFR (p ≤ 0.01, M24 – M60), TCRA+B (p ≤ 0.001, M24 – M60),
PIP (p ≤ 0.001, M24 – M60), TIP (p ≤ 0.01, M24 – M60), DTIP (p ≤ 0.05, M12 – M60), SMR (p = 0.01, M60), DSMR (p < 0.001, M60), T int (p ≤ 0.01, M48 – M60),
extra int (p ≤ 0.001, M60). 2[A�+/stable] > [A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD)]: FR (p ≤ 0.01, M24 – M60), DFR (p ≤ 0.05, M12 – M60), TCRA+B (p ≤ 0.001, M24 –
M60), PIP (p ≤ 0.001, M24 – M60), TIP (p ≤ 0.001, M24 – M60), DTIP (p ≤ 0.001, M24 – M60), SMR (p = 0.01, M60), DSMR (p = 0.01, M60), T int (p ≤ 0.001, M60),
extra int (p ≤ 0.001, M60).
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal progression of the memory binding test [MBT] main scores: Between-group comparison of the mean of each main
score per session (max ≤ 32, excluding intrusions). Black circles represent the first session in which significant differences were observed
between groups. Green arrows represent significant differences between the A�+/progressors and the A�-/controls; blue arrows represent
significant differences between the A�+/progressors and the A�+/stable.

Our results seem to attest this hypothesis. While in
the FCSRT memory alterations appeared only up
to 1 year prior to diagnosis in the A�+/progressors
(preclinical-AD), in the MBT AD-specific alterations
started 3 to 4 years prior to diagnosis in memory
retention, storage, and binding (Fig. 2). Consolida-
tion and binding processes are particularly sensitive
to the appearance of subtle EM decline, underlying
the typical neural correlate of AD-AHS likely trans-
lating the initial failure of the medial temporal lobe
function [6, 8, 11, 16, 19, 29, 41]. Binding decrements
in particular, have been shown to be highly predictive
of increased progression to AD in the presence of
biomarkers, and able to distinguish normal cognitive
aging from amnesic mild cognitive impairment and
AD dementia [11, 16, 19, 25, 28, 29]. This is likely
the case of the A�+/progressors (preclinical-AD) ret-
rospectively known to be on the path to AD.

We did not find any differences specific to A�
burden. Only a tendency was detected up to 5
years before diagnosis for lower storage-linked scores
(TCR and PIP) in the A�+/progressors (preclinical-
AD) versus the A�+/stable, but not in comparison
with the A�-/controls, as would intuitively be
expected. However, this is not entirely unexpected
since a considerable body of evidence suggests that

high education levels and/or an active social life in
elders at-risk for AD (A� burden) instigates a cogni-
tive reserve that acts as a compensatory mechanism
capable of delaying evidence of the onset of a mul-
timodal system failure [42–44]. It is possible that
cognitive reserve in A�+/stable subjects (who already
present AD biomarkers), potentially restores cogni-
tive performance until finally a threshold is reached,
and the brain loses the capacity to overcome A�-
associated neural decline [42–44].

One advantage of this study was its vast mul-
timodality in which the comprehensive amount of
data collected permitted the creation of three distinct
groups controlled for demographic (age, education
level, and sex) and PET biomarkers (A� burden, and
neurodegeneration), which in turn enabled the effect
of A� burden and alterations linked to conversion to
AD to be isolated [3]. As a longitudinal monocen-
tric study, we were able to control variation in data
collection and characterize the emergence of subtle
AD-linked EM decline for 5 years, while individu-
als remained cognitively normal. Moreover, the use
of two verbal EM tests (FCSRT and MBT) imple-
menting controlled learning and cue recall to ensure
encoding specificity and maximized recall warrants
the comparison of their diagnostic capacity based
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on the cross-validity of their main scores [5, 18, 19,
23–25, 27]. The distinctive advantage of the MBT, is
that it increases the number and sensitivity of scores
characteristic of the AD-AHS clinical phenotype,
through the use of two lists of words adding ‘binding’
measures [5, 16, 18, 19, 41].

Despite its strengths, this study presents some
limitations. Although covariates were controlled to
minimize their influence, residual effects might have
remained on the outcome measures. Moreover, the
high education level of the sample is not fully rep-
resentative of the general population and warrants
caution when extending its conclusions. Also, we
decided to retrospectively select a smaller sample of
45 individuals, but well-matched in terms of con-
founder factors to the 15 progressors to prodromal
AD in order to, at the cost of some statistical power,
reach more meaningful outcomes in this exploratory
study. This can be seen as both a strength and a limita-
tion. Nevertheless, this remains a unique opportunity
to longitudinally follow such a matched sample so
thoroughly before diagnosis.

In this study, the MBT displayed a considerable
capacity to anticipate to an asymptomatic at-risk
phase, while individuals are considered within the
normal FCSRT psychometric range, the detection of
otherwise imperceptible EM alterations specific to
AD-AHS. The MBT increases the sensitivity of AD
diagnosis by offering a higher number of AD-specific
(5MBT versus 3FCSRT), and by anticipating diagno-
sis 1–3 years before the FCSRT. However, the FCSRT
remains highly relevant as a neurocognitive tool to
classify the stages of EM decline from a preclini-
cal phase and in the prediction of years to clinical
diagnosis, based solely on the classification of FR
and TR scores, without requiring confirmation of the
presence of AD biomarkers.

Hence, we argue that the MBT and the FCSRT
are affordable neurocognitive tools, easily applica-
ble, with good test-retest reliability, that should be
complementary in AD diagnosis [2, 5, 16, 19]. The
MBT as a detection tool that anticipates diagnosis
of AD-linked EM deficits to an at-risk phase; the
FCSRT, based on the potential added value of the
SOMI scale, as a classification tool distinguishing
stages of EM decline and predicting years to clinical
diagnosis at a preclinical phase. The use of both tools
brings enormous advantages to reach informed clini-
cal decisions in triage for early AD treatment or initial
prevention trials, imaging tests and biomarker testing.
This has the potential to foster meaningful innovative
treatments that delay cognitive decline and prolong

quality of life, in a disease which so far still has no
cure.
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